~ Monthly Alchemy Club ~
October 2019
Wizard Alchemy Blend: Third Eye
Essential Oil of the Month: Lavender
Essential Oil Tincture: Ultrasonic Klip Dagga Tincture
Exquisite Botanical Perfume: EvoLve

Third Eye (Divine-Align: Chakra Set)
The scent of magick in a bottle ~ Third Eye! This powerful synergy of botanical extracts range from the exquisite to
the sacred. Our delicious Cacao Absolute synergize some delectable chocolate overtones into the warm blend. Royal
Hojari Frankincense Sacra from Oman brings an elevated vibration into the mixture, adding to the purification and
meditative qualities. Jasmine adds a floral dimension and expands the heart qualities to Third Eye. Palo Santo dances
with Frankincense to lift the blend and bring a higher level of cleansing. Tulsi delivers a spicy note, attracts positive
energy and expresses a tingly sensation when applied to the Third Eye. Rosemary adds some refreshing tones and
stimulates clarity in the mind, mixing lovely with Tulsi. Hawaiian Sandalwood sits at the base of Third Eye and
brings a sweet foundation up to the heavens, wrapping the blend to completion!
This powerful blend is revered by yogis, meditators and ceremonialists. Great for activating your meditation practice
and sense of intuition, Third Eye is wonderful for lifting one’s energy and setting powerful intention. Apply around
the auric field using a few drops. Can wear a few drops on the wrist points and around the body as a botanical
perfume to attract more positive energy. Great for sacred anointing ceremonies ~ using a single drop on the third eye
and spiraling outward from the body into the auric field ~
Ingredients: Cacao Absolute (France), Wildcrafted Frankincense Sacra (Oman), Jasmine Grandiflorum
Absolute (India), Wildcrafted Palo Santo (Ecuador), Organic Rosemary Cineole (Tunisia), Organic Royal
Sandalwood (Hawaii), Organic Tulsi (India) infused in ORMUS Enhanced Fractionated Coconut Oil.

Bulgarian Lavender (Lavendula angustifolia)
Perhaps the most vibrant and intriguing Lavender you will ever explore! This unique and beautiful organic Lavender
extract comes from a family operated distillery in Bulgaria. The founder’s son personally distills this precious oil
from the fragrant lavender flowers they produce on their fields. This lavender extract yields a sweet & fruity mixture
of floral hues that calm the mind, still the thoughts and ease the nervous system. Lavender is considered the “Swiss
Army Knife” of essential oils and ESSENTIAL in one’s medicine farmacopiea ~ Handy for Bug Bites (itching),
burns, stress, inflammation, over-active mind, relaxation / sleep, Lavender touts a bunch of practical uses for humans.
Lavender is gentle enough for the body to be used neat (undiluted)! Infuse several drops in a bathtub for a calming
treat, amazing with some fresh roses and epsom salts added into the water. Apply several drops onto the skin for cuts,
burns and mild-moderate wounds to aid with recovery. Coat bug bites to find relief by reducing itching and speeding
recovery time. We hope you love this lavender, we ordered it fresh this month for you to experience!
Ingredients: Organic Steam Distilled Lavender (Lavendula angustifolia) Essential Oil from Bulgaria.

Ultrasonic Klip Dagga Tincture (Leonotis nepetifolia)
We’re excited to share this legal euphoric herb as an ally to those who enjoy the Cannabis plant. In my experience,
cannabis can be a powerful euphoriant – in my body’s physiology, the experience is quite mystical with heavy
euphoria and produces a cloudy/non-functional headspace. Enter Leonotis nepetifolia / Klip Dagga – powerful
euphoriant that produces lighter physical body euphoria, with only mild cognitive impairment. This is a great ally for
those who enjoy partying with plants consciously, to explore their own physical bodies.
Klip Dagga may be a great botanical ally for those who have a habitual relationship to cannabis which is ready to
change! With a tangible body tingle, altered perception and increased giggles, Klip Dagga is sure an interesting plant
with a unique pharmacology ~ With my limited experience, ½ – 2 dropperful taken sublingually under the tongue,
held for 30 seconds can produce a mild-medium euphoriant experience which produces a very mild slowing of
cognition. Do not operate motor vehicles or expect to be at highest productivity performance until your body adjusts
to use of Klip Dagga!

Ingredients: Ultrasonic Extract Klip Dagga (Leonotis nepetifolia), Organic Orange Spirits & Restructured
Shasta Water.

EvoLve (Exquisite Botanical Perfume)
EvoLve into LovE ~ Inspired for a local project in Ashland, this month’s botanical perfume delivers some potent
and beautiful, precious flowers together into a succulent bottle. Intended for EvoLution ~ bringing love out into
the collective, this Exquisite Botanical Perfume brings florals out to play. An aromatic of nectar, rare & exotic
Pink Lotus Absolute brings a sparkle of sweet pizazz to the field. Rose Otto is the star of the show, uplifting and
elevating to the mood and spirits. Jasmine Grandiflorum whispers a loving mid-note that comes out as EvoLve
evolves on your skin when worn. Touched with a kiss of Violet Leaf Absolute to bring a green note to floral
fauna. The flowers all play within a soft woody base ~ <3
EvoLve is wonderful adorned around the body as a botanical perfume. Reflecting a bright Spring day in a bottle,
use this to cheer your mood or to celebrate special occasions. In-Joy this round’s delectable botanical perfume!
Ingredients: Himalayan Cedar (India), Jasmine Grandiflorum Absolute (India), Pink Lotus Absolute (SriLanka), Rose Otto (Turkey), Violet Leaf Absolute infused in Organic Craft Honey Spirits.

